
The Ideal Trading Mindset

Mindset – Method – Motivation – Attitude



The Argument
Normal thinking doesn’t lead to profitable trading

Why Do I Believe That?



Early Lessons in Life
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Emotions Not Included on Chart
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25,000 Traders Execute 43 Million Trades

What can we learn from 43 million trades?

Your Answer The Answer

Percentage winners? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

“pip” gains on winners? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

“pip” loss on losers? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



25,000 Traders Execute 43 Million Trades

What can we learn from 43 million trades?

Your Answer The Answer

Percentage winners? _ _ _ _ _ 65% 

“pip” gains on winners? _ _ _ _ _ 42 pips profit

“pip” loss on losers? _ _ _ _ _ 82 pips loss
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Evidence Over 20 Years

1. Spreads have come down significantly.

2. Knowledge sharing is at an all time high.

3. Education has never been so accessible. 

4. Markets are available practically 24 hours a day.

5. Platforms are mobile.

6. Charting packages are readily available for little or no cost at all.

7. Historical data are reliable and available at little cost.

8. Testing facilities have never been more available than they are now.
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Documentation



Technique vs. Attitude

ATTITUDE

Technique



The Argument
Normal thinking doesn’t lead to profitable trading

So What Does?



I argue that…
Getting to know yourself better makes you a better trader



Example (personal)



1st Chart - FTSE Index – 10min 



2nd Chart - FTSE Index – 10min 



Money Management
Money management is more than just an old worn cliché. 



Solution Part 1

Stake Size Sweet Spot



The “Imposters”



3rd Chart - FTSE Index – 10min 



4th Chart - FTSE Index – 10min 



Text



Focusing on Lessons

Much of our progress – as a species – and as individuals –
comes from our setbacks. 

Therefore our relationship with setbacks is highly correlated 
with position in the food chain. 

Do we treat setbacks as just that – a step back – but with no 
lesson?

Or do we learn what needed to be learned – if anything – and 
did we appear a little wiser the next time a similar situation 
appears?

Take for example the behaviour of the market at this close-up
of the FTSE from the previous page. Is this common?



Past Occurrences



Past Occurrences



Past Occurrences



Solution Part 2

Review & Discover



Training
Is it even possible to “practise” trading?

Deliberate Practise



Trading Training

I have split my trading training into different categories. I confess much of my life is split into similar kind of 

categories.   

1. Technical improvement.

2. Technical maintenance. 

3. Physical improvement.

4. Physical maintenance.

5. Mental improvement. 

6. Mental maintenance. 



Technical Improvement

I have split my trading training into different categories. Some of these categories fall into the larger 

timeframes, while other categories fall into smaller timeframes.

1. Time cycle analysis for longer timeframe trading and investing. 

2. FOMC trading analysis.

3. Gap Up analysis.

4. Gap Down analysis.

5. 15min timeframe analysis vs. 5min timeframe analysis.  

. . and much more.

Trading can be tremendously overwhelming and taxing on the brain. Considering the market is open 24 hours 

a day, I have practised the segments that are pertinent to the timeframes that are relevant to me.



Swan Lake



Swan Lake

‘Swan Lake’ is filled with thrilling moments for audiences, but none are quite as iconic as those 32 

fouettés, which have been the bane of ballerinas for more than a century



TREND DAY TRAINING
A simple example of specific deliberate practise



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FTSE 10min – New Highs on Day



FOMC TRAINING
Another simple example of specific deliberate practise
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Trading Training

I have split my trading training into different categories. I confess much of my life is split into similar kind of 

categories.   

1. Technical improvement.

2. Technical maintenance. 

3. Physical improvement.

4. Physical maintenance.

5. Mental improvement. 

6. Mental maintenance. 
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Trading Training

I have split my trading training into different categories. I confess much of my life is split into similar kind of 

categories.   

1. Technical improvement.

2. Technical maintenance. 

3. Physical improvement.

4. Physical maintenance.

5. Mental improvement. 

6. Mental maintenance. 



Trading Training

I have split my trading training into different categories. I confess much of my life is split into similar kind of 

categories.   

1. Technical improvement.

2. Technical maintenance. 

3. Physical improvement.

4. Physical maintenance.

5. Mental improvement. 

6. Mental maintenance. 



THE BOOK OF HORROR



?



?



Plus 28



?



29th August = plus 32



Minus 15



Minus 30



?



Solution Part 3

Posing specific questions have enabled me to develop a much sharper edge in my trading because I 
am not embracing every single aspect of the game. 

There is no math to get you out of having to experience uncertainty. If you want to trade consistently, 
without the swings in confidence, then you have to learn to accept, tolerate, and even celebrate the 

feeling of uncertainty. 
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Chapters in Best Loser Wins

67

Everyone is a Chart Expert:

The Curse of Patterns:

Fighting my Humanness:

Disgust:

The Drifter Mind:

Embracing Failure:

Best Loser Wins:

The Ideal Mindset:

Charts is only a part of the successful traders arsenal.

No pattern is ever 100% successful. We see what we want to see.

If 90% lose, and 90% are acting like humans do, then . . . 

Short chapter on what drives us forward (or holding us back).

Be still you drifter mind – and how to do it.

Every pile of shit (loss) has a diamond in there (if you will dig).

Understanding how to flip the switch

Tools to acquire the ideal mindset.



Broker Education
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The Lesson?
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That Was Then



That Was Then

I traded small – I was scared.

I traded DAX – without knowing what I was doing.

I traded Dow – with no real strategy.

I won a little – a lot.

I lost a lot – once or twice.

I suffered from supermarket mentality.

I traded without a real plan.

I celebrated wins – extrapolated.

I ignored the losing trades.

I trade fucking huge* – and I am not scared. 

I have developed index specific strategies.

I am respectful of Dow – it can give and take quickly. 

I lose often – but my wins are bigger.

I don’t have an “impressive” win/loss ratio.

I am completely the opposite – “smelling blood”.

I trade with a plan specific to the instrument and time 
of day.
I don’t look too deeply into wins, but I look.

I am extremely attentive post trading to my losing 
trades

* A broker called me and said “if you insist on trading fucking huge size, you can’t trade at such tight spreads”, so I changed broker.



Audience Question Time

How important is the right mindset in trading?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%



Audience Question Time

How important is the right mindset in trading?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%



PLEASE STOP & THINK

Most trading techniques have at best a 65% chance of success – a little more than a coin-
clip of 50/50 chance. Then why do 90% lose? 

90% of people don’t lose a coin flip game. 

If successful trading is to a large degree determined by our mindset and our ability to 
withstand “discomfort” and “pain” – then why do all brokers, all educators, all trading book 

shops, and all bulletin boards and web trading pages ALL focus on techniques?



PLEASE STOP & THINK

Why do you focus all your mental energy on strategies and entries when in reality you 
should spend time on analysing your psychological weaknesses. 





?



The Many Faces of Fear



The Many Faces of Fear



Control Your Mind – Control Your Future

YES
• The narrative is not that I am fearless. I am scared of losing loved ones. I am scared of 

making an idiot of myself today. I don’t have so much practise in this. But I have practised 
trading. I have been trading for 19 years, and I have traded as a pro – for myself – for 6-7 
years.

• I have learned to desensitized myself to certain levels of stimulus. If you brain scanned my 
amygdala during trading in stressful situations, it would perhaps not show any discernible 
stress. Whether it is nature or nurture, I don’t know. I don’t come from a family of risk 
takers, so I conclude it is training and desire. 

• Anyone can train towards it.

Do I get scared?



Control Your Mind – Control Your Future
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1. I BUY “here”. I argue that the Dow has gapped up, and I 

want to be on board for a “push higher”. Or I SELL here, 

because the market has traded lower for an hour.

2. Maybe I am right. It depends on how many traders think 

like I think. 

3. Since I have no knowledge of the future, it stands to 

reasons, I will be right some of the time, and I will be 

wrong some of the time.

4. IF my entries are purely random, then I will probably be 

right 50% of the time.

5. Either way I need to accept the nature of what I am doing. 

This means I need to accept that part of the game I play 

means I will be wrong.



Control Your Mind – Control Your Future



Control Your Mind – Control Your Future



No One Likes Pain



No One Likes Pain

The Message

“But when you are a good trader, everything 

you do hurts. Everything feels 

uncomfortable.”

You have got to fight it (your human-ness) 

unless there is a reason to do it, based on 

what you see in the market.



Swimming With Sharks

The Message

Back in 1996 I saw a movie called Swimming with Sharks. It is a dark 

and deeply troubling movie. There is a scene, in the movie, which 

became part of my DNA.

So you when you ask me how I became a good trader, it is because I 

learned early on that there are no short-cuts, no hacks, no apps, no 

books, no courses, no nothing but hard focused dedicated work to get 

to the top – to be the best version of yourself.

“See that is the trouble with you fucking MTV microwave dinner generation, you ALL WANT IT 

NOW. You think you deserve it just because you want it. It doesn’t work like that. You have to earn 

it. You have to take it. You have to MAKE IT YOURS. 

BUT FIRST – YOU NEED TO DECIDE WHAT IS IT YOU REALLY WANT?”



Swimming With Sharks

BUT FIRST – YOU NEED TO DECIDE WHAT IS IT YOU REALLY WANT?”
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Inspiration
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Inspiration



THANK YOU


